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Abstract
Randomized trials and observational studies, more often than not, run over a certain period
of time during which the treatment effect evolves. Many conventional methods for estimating
treatment effects are limited to the i.i.d. setting and are not suited for inferring the time
dynamics of the treatment effect. The time series encountered in these settings are highly
informative but often nonstationary due to the changing effects of treatment. This increases the
difficulty of the task, since stationarity, a common assumption in time series analysis, cannot
be reasonably assumed. Another challenge is the heterogeneity of the treatment effect when
the treatment affects units differently. The task of estimating heterogeneous treatment effects
from nonstationary and, in particular, interventional time series is highly relevant but remains
largely unexplored.
We propose Causal Transfer, a method which fits state-space models to observational-
interventional data in order to learn the effect of the treatment and how it evolves over time.
Causal Transfer does not assume the data to be stationary and can be applied to randomized
trials and observational studies in which treatment is confounded. Causal Transfer adjusts the
effect for possible confounders and transfers the learned effect to other time series and, thereby,
estimates various forms of treatment effects, such as the average treatment effect (ATE), the
sample average treatment effect (SATE), or the conditional average treatment effect (CATE).
By learning the time dynamics of the effect, Causal Transfer can also predict the treatment effect
for unobserved future time points and determine the long-term consequences of treatment.
1 Introduction
Modern approaches to causal inference can be divided into frameworks that use purely observational
data or both observational and interventional data. Although causal inference from observational
data alone is highly relevant when interventions are costly or unethical, interventional data can be
more informative in terms of causal relationships. Not without reason are randomized experiments
with a treatment and a control group considered as the gold standard for estimating causal effects.
General setting. We first describe the general setting before specializing to potentially nonsta-
tionary and multivariate time series. Suppose that we observe d units. For each unit i, there
exists a pair of outcomes (Yi(0), Yi(1)) under treatment and under control. Let T denote the bi-
nary treatment indicator and Yi = Yi(Ti) the observed outcome of unit i. The observed outcome
is equal to Yi(1) if the unit is assigned to treatment and Yi(0) otherwise. We assume that there is
no interference between units, i.e., the SUTVA assumption [20]. The measure reported most often
from experiments is the average treatment effect (ATE) defined as E[Yi(1)− Yi(0)]. In randomized
experiments, the ATE is directly identified from E[Yi |Ti = 1] − E[Yi |Ti = 0]. The ATE implicitly
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assumes that the units are drawn from some underlying distribution of a large population. In some
cases, the units might not be representative of such a population, e.g., when the units are selected.
A more appropriate measure under these circumstances is then the sample average treatment effect
(SATE) 1d
∑d
i=1(Yi(1) − Yi(0)). The SATE is simply the treatment effect on the study units and
it avoids assumptions on distributions [1]. If the treatment effect should be transferable to other
units, however, the ATE is arguably more suited than the SATE. The SATE will converge against
the ATE in the large sample limit if the units are, in fact, independent, reflective of a population,
and the first moments of the potential outcomes exist.
When treatment affects units differently, the conditional average treatment effect (CATE) is of
special interest:
E[Yi(1)− Yi(0) |Xi],
which captures the heterogeneity of the treatment effect as a function of some covariates Xi. Obvi-
ously, the ATE is the expectation of the CATE:
E[Yi(1)− Yi(0)] = E[E[Yi(1)− Yi(0) |Xi]].
Moreover, the randomization assumption can be weakened substantially when integrating out the
CATE to obtain the ATE, if the covariates Xi are “well chosen” as discussed below.
In many situations, the treatment T cannot be randomized due to ethical reasons and is en-
dogenous. In this case, it is not sufficient to solely compare the difference of the means between the
treatment and the control group. In order to identify the treatment effect, we require unconfounded-
ness, which is weaker than randomization. We assume that the treatment is randomized conditional
on some covariates Xi, that is:
(Yi(0), Yi(1)) ⊥ Ti |Xi. (1)
We can then infer the ATE as follows:
E[Yi(1)− Yi(0)] = E[E[Yi(1)− Yi(0) |Xi]]
= E[E[Yi(1)− Yi(0) |Ti, Xi]]
= E[E[Yi|Ti = 1, Xi]− E[Yi|Ti = 0, Xi]], (2)
where the assumption in (1) is used for the second equality and the last equality follows by the defi-
nition of a potential outcome when conditioned on the treatment. The formula (2) is also well known
in structural equation modelling and often referred to as Pearl’s backdoor adjustment formula [13].
In this framework, if Xi blocks all backdoor paths from the treatment Ti to the response Yi, the
adjustment formula (2) is valid. A well-known example is when Xi is the set of parental variables
of Ti in the graph corresponding to the underlying structural equation model. The choice of the set
of covariates Xi is in general non-trivial and requires domain knowledge. Nonetheless, time order
often helps to simplify this problem since causes precede their effects.
Time series setting. Equation (2) requires the fitting of a regression function. In time series,
we only observe one sequence of observations per stochastic process. To make inferences feasible,
one either assumes redundancy in terms of stationarity or a parametric model for nonstationary
settings. As soon as we intervene on a time series, it changes the distribution of the time series.
Therefore, interventions typically break the stationarity of a time series. It goes without saying that
many time series are not even stationary before an intervention takes place. For this reason, we
focus on the latter approach and adopt the highly-established framework of state-space models for
estimating dynamic regression functions [22]. Such state-space models share some properties, which
make them well-suited for the task of causal effect estimation as they can deal with nonstationarity
and missing observations.
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We develop a novel state-space model and corresponding methodology that estimates heteroge-
neous causal effects from potentially nonstationary, interventional time series. Our method, which
we call Causal Transfer, is able to learn the effect of an intervention, transfer this effect to other time
series and, thereby, estimate (causal) treatment effects in the form of average population, average
sample, or heterogeneous effects. The state-space model further learns how the treatment effect
evolves over time and is able to predict unseen treatment effects for future time points, for which
no data has been recorded yet.
We illustrate the idea with an example. Suppose we run a simple experiment on two units (both
being a time series). Unit 1 is assigned to treatment and unit 2 to control. We observe the outcomes
in Figures 1a and 1b. During the treatment or post-intervention period, we are only able to observe
the outcomes under treatment for unit 1 and under control for unit 2 but not the potential outcomes
under control for unit 1 and under treatment for unit 2. To fill in the missing outcomes, we can
learn the intervention from the observed outcomes through a state-space model. The learned effect
can be subtracted from unit 1 (Figure 1c) and transferred to unit 2 (Figure 1d). With both the
observed and predicted outcomes, one can estimate the average treatment effect (Figure 1e), relative
treatment effects (Figure 1f), or any other function of the outcomes. We note that in this simple
example with only one treated unit the transferred effect from unit 1 to 2 is equal to the estimated
effect on unit 1. Once more treated units are available, one can learn an effect function and transfer
unit-specific treatment effects depending on each unit’s covariate values. Naturally, the estimates of
average treatment effects also become better the more treated and control units become available.
Instead of transferring the learned intervention to another unit, it is also possible to transfer in time
to predict the effect of a hypothetical intervention at another time point under the assumption that
the effect, which is possibly a function of covariates, is invariant under time shifts.
1.1 Related work and our contribution
A related method which uses state-space models for causal effect estimation is Causal Impact [2].
Causal Impact infers the counterfactual of a treated univariate time series, that is, its outcome
under no interventions. For this purpose, it requires a control time series: a covariate which is
predictive of the time series of interest but not affected by treatment itself. During the pre-period,
Causal Impact learns the relationship between the response and the control time series by fitting
a dynamic regression model. Causal Impact assumes that the learned relationship between the
control and the response does not change due to treatment. By doing so, Causal Impact is able to
predict the counterfactual of a treated time series for the treatment (or post-intervention) period
from the model that was fitted to the pre-period. The treatment effect is estimated by subtracting
the observed treated time series by the predicted untreated time series.
A major difference between Causal Impact and our method is that the former is restricted to
counterfactuals of a treated time series. It cannot learn the intervention and transfer the effect
to untreated units in order to predict the counterfactual of control time series. In particular, our
method has an advantage in that it is able to predict future treatment effects, for which no data
points have been recorded yet. This is not feasible with Causal Impact since it requires the data
of the treated time series to compute the effect. In many situations, not every unit can be treated
due to ethical or economic reasons. In these cases, Causal Impact might not be able to estimate the
effect or the estimate is biased since it is based on treated units alone, which might not be reflective
of the control units. In the causal inference literature, this is referred to as the “treatment effect on
the treated”. Our method is able to predict the counterfactual of both treated and untreated units
as soon as it has seen the intervention on at least one treated unit, and it adjusts the treatment
effect for confounding. Therefore, it leads to less biased estimates of the treatment effects.
Causal Impact requires the response time series to be univariate. Multivariate time series cannot
be dealt with directly. Average treatment effects can still be estimated by performing additional
steps, such as averaging the multivariate time series before feeding them into Causal Impact. Causal
Impact cannot estimate heterogenous effects, such as the CATE, without making further assump-
tions.
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(a) Observed outcomes of unit 1 (b) Observed outcomes of unit 2
(c) Predicted outcomes of unit 1 (d) Predicted outcomes of unit 2
(e) Estimated average treatment ef-
fect (f) Estimated relative treatment effect
Figure 1: Analysis steps for estimating treatment effects. Figure 1a shows the observed outcomes
for unit 1 and Figure 1b for unit 2. Unit 1 is treated while unit 2 is untreated. The treatment
period (or post-intervention period) starts in February and is shown after the dashed line. During
the pre-period in January, neither unit 1 nor unit 2 is treated. We learn the intervention from the
observed outcomes through a state-space model. Consequently, we subtract the learned effect from
unit 1 in Figure 1c and transfer it to unit 2 in Figure 1d. By comparing the outcomes in Figures 1c
and 1d, we are able to estimate the average treatment effect (Figure 1e) and the average relative
treatment effect (Figure 1f). We note that in this example the transferred effect is equal to the
estimated effect on unit 1. Once more treated units become available, the transferred effect will be
unit-specific and depend on the units’ covariate values.
Marginal integration [12] is another related method for causal effect estimation. The main dif-
ference is that the regression function in Equation (2) is nonparametric and estimated with kernel
regression before integrating out the adjustment set. Marginal integration can consistently esti-
mate the ATE with optimal one-dimensional nonparametric convergence rate n−2/5 for continuous
treatment variables [12]. The price to be paid for such a general result is that it requires strict
stationarity for the estimation of the smooth regression function and is, therefore, restricted to
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observational time series. The theoretical guarantees hold for estimands which are functions of
E[Y |do(T = t)] for some t in the support of T , such as the ATE. In principle, marginal integration
can be extended to estimate sample average treatment effects or heterogenous effects. The theoret-
ical guarantees, however, may not carry over as the estimation of the latter is severely exposed to
the curse of dimensionality. Marginal integration is capable of predicting future effects but only up
to the maximum time distance present in the data and assuming stationarity. It does not support
the estimation of prediction intervals.
In econometrics, popular methods for causal inference with panel data include fixed-effects and
first-difference models [5]. These models can control for selection biases due to time-invariant hidden
confounders, but they also eliminate the effect of time-invariant observed variables. They further
assume that the unobserved time trend in the treatment group is equal to the observed time trend
in the control group. More recently, hybrid models were proposed that combine fixed with random
effects to include the effect of time-invariant observables, for example [16].
Causal Transfer estimates population or sample treatment effects or heterogeneous effects (or
any other function of the potential outcomes) and their prediction intervals from potentially non-
stationary, interventional data assuming no latent confounding. It does not differentiate between
time-varying or time-invariant covariates while allowing the units to have individual time trends (see
Section 2.2.1). Causal Transfer can be applied to randomized trials or observational studies. This
makes our method widely applicable to many real-world scenarios. Causal Transfer fits a dynamic
regression model to the data. Even though the dynamic regression model is linear, our method is
robust for the ATE against misspecification (see Section 2.4). Simpler models tend to extrapolate
better than their nonparametric counterparts for the estimation of average treatment effects. Lastly,
Causal Transfer is able to inform us about unobserved future effects, which provides crucial infor-
mation when deciding whether or not to launch the treatment since it would not be beneficial to
launch a treatment whose efficacy quickly drops to zero over time.
2 Causal effect estimation in nonstationary time series
2.1 A simple example
We begin with a simple example to help illustrate our goal. Suppose we are given the following
table with four units. The column Y (1) lists the outcomes under treatment and the column Y (0)
the outcomes under control.
unit t Yt(1) Yt(0)
1 1 5 3
2 1 6 5
3 1 4 2
4 1 6 3
1 2 7 4
2 2 4 2
3 2 6 4
4 2 6 3
Given the full data table, it is straightforward to estimate the average treatment effect (ATE)
E[Yt(1)−Yt(0)]. We can estimate the ATE as the difference in means between the treated outcomes
and the control outcomes, i.e., ÂTE = ((5 + 6 + 4 + 6) − (3 + 5 + 2 + 3))/4 = 2 for t = 1 and
ÂTE = ((7 + 4 + 6 + 6)− (4 + 2 + 4 + 3))/4 = 2.5 for t = 2. It is no more difficult to estimate any
other function of the potential outcomes, e.g., relative treatment effects.
In practice, we never observe the entire table but only one type of outcome per unit: either Y (0)
or Y (1) but not both. Therefore, the estimation of causal effects involves predicting the missing
outcomes.
5
unit t Yt(1) Yt(0)
1 1 - 3
2 1 - 5
3 1 4 -
4 1 6 -
1 2 - 4
2 2 - 2
3 2 6 -
4 2 6 -
A naive approach for imputing the missing outcomes is to fit separate linear regression models of
the observed outcomes against the treatment indicator Yt ∼ T to each time point t. We then predict
the missing outcomes from the fitted regression models. This step is especially easy for the simple
linear regression Yt ∼ T . It means that, at each time point, we impute the missing treated outcomes
by the average over the observed treated units and the missing control outcomes by the average over
the observed control units. The resulting table with both observed and imputed outcomes becomes:
unit t Yt(1) Yt(0)
1 1 5 3
2 1 5 5
3 1 4 4
4 1 6 4
1 2 6 4
2 2 6 2
3 2 6 3
4 2 6 3
With the completed table, we can proceed as before for estimating the ATE or any other function
of the outcomes. For example, the estimate of the ATE now equals ((5+5+4+6)−(3+5+4+4))/4 = 1
for t = 1 and ((6 + 6 + 6 + 6) − (4 + 2 + 3 + 3))/4 = 3 for t = 2. To make the predictions more
meaningful, one can include more covariates in the regression than only the treatment indicator.
The above naive approach does not incorporate time dependence and only works well for reason-
ably large numbers of units. We sketch next how to impute the missing outcomes with state-space
models instead. We replace the simple linear regression model for imputation by a dynamic regres-
sion model:
Yt = βt + µtT + vt
βt = βt−1 + wt
µt = µt−1 + ut ,
where ut denotes the observation noise and vt, wt denote the process noise. This is a special case
of a linear state-space model where the Kalman filter can be used. The first equation is the so-
called measurement equation. The second and third equation are the so-called state equations. The
measurement equation contains the regression model, while the state equations describe the random
walks of the regression coefficients. We predict the missing outcomes of the second table through
the dynamic regression model resulting in:
unit t Yt(1) Yt(0)
1 1 5 3
2 1 5 5
3 1 4 3.6
4 1 6 3.6
1 2 5.6 4
2 2 5.6 2
3 2 6 3.4
4 2 6 3.4
The estimated ATE using the Kalman filter estimates is (20−15.2)/4 ≈ 1.2 for time point 1 and
(23.2−12.8)/4 ≈ 2.6 for time point 2. One advantage of the Kalman filter is that it pools information
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over time while learning the time dynamics of the treatment effect. For example, the variance of the
noise terms in the state equations can serve as smoothness conditions on the regression coefficients
and, thereby, on the estimated effects. Having learned the time dynamics, the Kalman filter also
predicts unseen future effects. This is not possible with separate regression models for each time
point.
In the following Section, we will outline the imputation scheme with state-space models in more
detail.
2.2 State-space models for heterogeneous treatment effects
Our method uses a state-space model for estimating causal effects. The advantage of state-space
models is that they can be fitted to both observational and interventional data, stationary and
nonstationary data. We consider a data set with n ∈ N time points and d ∈ N units. The Kalman
filter is a well-known method for a linear state-space model (see Section 2.3 for more details). It
consists of a measurement and a state equation:
Xt = Ftθt + vt (3)
θt = Gtθt−1 + wt (4)
for t = 1, . . . , n. The measurements Xt = (X1,t, . . . , Xd,t) and the states θt = (θ1,t, . . . , θm,t)
with m ∈ N are multivariate and Ft, Gt are d × m and m × m matrices respectively. The noise
terms are independent of each other and normally distributed according to vt ∼ N (0, Vt) and wt ∼
N (0,Wt) with Vt ∈ Rd×d and Wt ∈ Rm×m. We assume that only the measurements (Xt)nt=1 of the
measurement equation (3) are observable but not the states (θt)
n
t=1. Therefore, our knowledge of the
states comes from the measurements of (Xt)
n
t=1 and the state equation (4) alone. The states (θt)
n
t=1
constitute a Markov chain. This implies that the distribution of L(θt+1|θ1, . . . , θt) = L(θt+1|θt)
depends only on θt. The measurements given the states (Xt | θt)nt=1 are mutually independent. The
Gaussian assumption for the noise terms is made for simplicity in Section 2.3. In fact, the Kalman
filter is optimal if the noise terms are Gaussian and provides consistent estimates of the states
while minimizing the mean-squared error. If the noise is not Gaussian, it is still the optimal linear
estimator (although non-linear methods might perform better).
The working model. We now switch the notation from Yi(0) and Yi(1) in Section 1 to a d-dim.
response variable Xt = (X1,t, . . . , Xd,t) with potential outcomes Xi,t(0) and Xi,t(1) for each unit
i = 1, . . . , d. For the purpose of estimating causal effects, we suggest a dynamic regression model:
Xt = β0,t + β1,tXpre + β2,tZt + T (µ0,t + µ1,tXpre + µ2,tg) + vt (5)
βt = βt−1 + wt (6)
µt =
c1 0 00 c2 0
0 0 c3
µt−1 + ut . (7)
Here, T = (T1, . . . , Td), Zt = (Z1,t, . . . , Zd,t), Xpre = (X1,pre, . . . , Xd,pre), and g = (g1, . . . , gd).
The states are βt = (β0,t, β1,t, β2,t) and µt = (µ0,t, µ1,t, µ2,t). The noise vt is normally distributed
with covariance matrix Vt ≡ V = σ2Id. The noise terms wt, ut are jointly normally distributed with
arbitrary (but constant) diagonal covariance matrices Wt ≡ W . The noise terms ut, vt, and wt are
independent of each other for all t = 1, . . . , n.
The variable T is the treatment indicator, i.e., Ti = 1 for every unit i that is assigned to treat-
ment and 0 otherwise. The treatment T can also be understood as being continuous dose values.
We assume that T remains fixed over time implying that a whole time series unit i is either treated
(Ti = 1) or untreated (Ti = 0). It is possible to replace T by a time varying indicator Tt. A model
with a time-varying Tt will be introduced in Section 2.2.1.
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The covariates in Equation (5) only serve as examples. We assume that the covariates that appear
in heterogeneous treatment effects are unaffected by treatment and render Ti and (Xi,t(0), Xi,t(1))
independent if conditioned on. The variables Xpre, Zt, g represent different types of such covariates.
The variable Xi,pre is a pre-period covariate, e.g., the value of unit i before the treatment period.
Intuitively, it makes sense that the treatment effect is in relation to the levels of the pre-period
covariate. Therefore, an interaction term TXpre between the treatment indicator and the pre-period
covariate is included in the model. If the data indicates no such interaction, it can be omitted.
The variable Zt represents a contemporaneous, time-varying covariate, which is predictive of the
outcome Xt but not affected by treatment itself. The term g is an optional factor with two levels,
which indicates group membership. A factor with more than two levels can be accommodated with
multiple dummy variables. Of course, there can be more or less covariates of each type to achieve
unconfoundedness as in (1) or more accurate approximation of heterogeneous treatment effects. For
example, using more than one contemporaneous covariate per unit results in matrices for Zt at each
t. Or there could be no covariates at all. In fact, if T is already randomized, no covariates are
needed for estimating the ATE. In the simplest case of no covariates and c1 = 1, the model reduces
to the one in Section 2.1. If there is a large set of covariates Ci,t = (Xi,pre, Zi,t, gi, . . .), one can
regress on the propensity score e(Ci,t) instead of all covariates since the propensity score satisfies
(Xi,t(0), Xi,t(1)) ⊥ Ti | e(Ci,t) as well.
In structural equation modelling, causal structures are represented as directed acyclic graphs.
Possible graphs that lead to conditional randomization as in (1) are:
a)
Xpre
T Xt
Zt
g
b)
Xpre
T Xt Ztg
The ATE of T on Xt can be identified by regressing on an adjustment set. When there are no
hidden variables, Pearl’s backdoor criterion [13] is sufficient for finding a valid adjustment set. The
criterion requires that all backdoor paths between T and Xt are blocked by the adjustment set. For
both graphs a) and b), a valid adjustment set is {Xpre, Zt, g}. In graph a), {Xpre, Zt, g} blocks all
backdoor paths. The only backdoor path in graph b) is T ← Xpre → Xt. Although the adjustment
set for b) only needs Xpre, including Zt can help to improve efficiency and including g does not lead
to inconsistency and can be of interest for heterogeneous effects.
An example. We are interested in the effect of tax penalties on the sales of car producers. In
the above model, we can choose Xi,t as the sales in USD of a car manufacturer i from country gi.
The treatment T is an increase in taxation due to tax penalties. The indicator Ti is set to 1 if a
company i is subject to the tax increase and 0 otherwise. Whether or not a company is treated
depends on the country g of unit i. There could be a tax penalty only if the car is produced in
certain countries. The pre-period covariate Xi,pre is the sales of company i before the onset of the
tax increase. Large manufacturers might experience a bigger financial loss than small manufacturers
due to the tax increase. A covariate Zi,t, that is predictive of the sales but assumed to be unaffected
by treatment could be the inflation rate in the US or the currency exchange rate between country
gi and the US.
The evolution of the regression coefficients (βj,t, µj,t)j=0,1,2 is modelled as random walks or
autoregressive processes. The parameters cj let µj,t grow to infinity, or to remain of order O(1) over
time, depending whether cj is larger or equal to 1, or smaller than 1. One can add optional trend
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terms α = (α1, α2, α3) and δ = (δ1, δ2, δ3) to the random walks such that
βt = α+ βt−1 + wt
µt = δ +
c1 0 00 c2 0
0 0 c3
µt−1 + ut.
The constants α and δ modify the baselines of the trends of βt and µt. Furthermore, the model
can be extended to capture the seasonality of the data by including higher-lagged terms in the state
equations as in [2]. The above equations can, of course, be exchanged in favor of other types of
equations than random walks or autoregressive processes if these are more suited.
Equation (5) is the measurement equation. Equations (6) and (7) are the state equations. The
equations can be easily rewritten into the form needed for the Kalman filter:
X1,t...
Xd,t
 =
1 X1,pre Z1,t T1 T1X1,pre T1g1... ... ... ... ... ...
1 Xd,pre Zd,t Td TdXd,pre Tdgd


β0,t
β1,t
β2,t
µ0,t
µ1,t
µ2,t
+
v1,t...
vd,t
 (8)

β0,t
β1,t
β2,t
µ0,t
µ1,t
µ2,t
 =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 c0 0 0
0 0 0 0 c1 0
0 0 0 0 0 c2


β0,t−1
β1,t−1
β2,t−1
µ0,t−1
µ1,t−1
µ2,t−1
+

w0,t
w1,t
w2,t
u0,t
u1,t
u2,t
 (9)
Regression estimators are known to be sensitive towards differences in covariate distributions
between the treatment and the control group. If there is a lack of overlap between the covariate
values, it could be beneficial to combine the dynamic regression model (5) with matching (e.g.,
[8]), blocking (e.g., [19]), or weighting (e.g., [17]). These methods can help to balance the covariate
values. For example, one can match units with similar covariate values or propensity scores and
apply our method to the matched set.
A further remark concerns the identifiability of model (5). If T ≡ 0, one cannot possibly say
anything about the effect of an intervention in the absence of having seen any, without making
further assumptions. If d = 1 and T ≡ 1, the states are not identifiable since some of the predictors
are perfectly collinear. The states only become identifiable once there is at least one treated and one
control unit or, alternatively, if there is a pre-period in addition to the treatment period as outlined
in Section 2.2.1. Since our goal is to estimate average and heterogeneous treatment effects, we will
assume in the remainder of the manuscript to have observed at least one treated and one control
unit.
2.2.1 Model extension for unit-specific states
One can extend the previous model in a way that allows each unit to have its own set of β-parameters.
The observational part is then individual to each unit while the treatment parameters µt remain the
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same across units. In state-space form this can be written as:
X1,t...
Xd,t
 = Ft

β0,1,t
...
β0,d,t
β1,1,t
...
β1,d,t
µ0,t
µ1,t
µ2,t

+
v1,t...
vd,t
 ,
where
Ft =

X1,pre 0 . . . 0 Z1,t 0 . . . 0 T1,t T1,tX1,pre T1,tg1
0 X2,pre . . . 0 0 Z2,t . . . 0 T2,t T2,tX2,pre T2,tg2
...
0 0 . . . Xd,pre 0 0 . . . Zd,t Td,t Td,tXd,pre Td,tgd
 .
For every unit i, the corresponding state equations are
β0,i,t = β0,i,t−1 + w0,i,t,
β1,i,t = β1,i,t−1 + w1,i,t,
µt =
c1 0 00 c2 0
0 0 c3
µt−1 + ut.
We assume that vt ∼ N (0, V ) with V = diag(σ21 , . . . , σ2d) and that wt = (w0,1,t, . . . , w1,d,t) and ut
are jointly normally distributed with diagonal covariance matrix W . The noise terms ut, vt, and wt
are independent of each other for all t = 1, . . . , n.
This model has a time-varying treatment indicator Ti,t and requires a pre-period for identifiability.
It makes use of data from the pre-period and the treatment period and can also be fitted to a single
treated unit (by removing the interaction terms TtXpre and Ttg). Its advantage is that it allows each
unit to evolve individually while the treatment effect Xi,t(1) − Xi,t(0) = µ0,t + µ1,tXi,pre + µ2,tgi
is still a function of the covariate values and common to all units. This model extension, however,
increases the number of unknown variance parameters (d variance parameters for vt) which need to
be estimated from the data. It also increases computation time and potentially the risk of overfitting.
In the following empirical sections, we will use the simpler dynamic regression model (5) instead.
2.3 Imputation with state-space models
Causal Transfer combines imputation with state-space models. Before describing the method we
will briefly outline how inferences are done with the Kalman filter. This is by no means exhaustive.
We refer to [15] for more details.
Kalman filter. As before, we consider the model:
Xt = Ftθt + vt
θt = Gtθt−1 + wt for t = 1, . . . , n.
The precise form of each element can be customized for the problem at hand. Two proposals are
given in Section 2.2. At time point 0, we assume that the distribution of the states are known
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with θ0 ∼ N (m0, C0). This is our starting point. At each time point t, one can propagate the
distribution of the states according to the state equation (4). The resulting distribution is the
one-step ahead predictive distribution of θt |X1,...,t−1. If θt−1 |X1,...,t−1 ∼ N (mt−1, Ct−1), the
one-step ahead predictive distribution is θt |X1,...,t−1 ∼ N (at, Rt) with at = Gtmt−1 and Rt =
GtCt−1G′t + Wt. Similarly, one can compute the one-step ahead predictive distribution of the
measurements Xt |X1,...,t−1 according to the measurement equation (3), which is N (ft, Qt) with
ft = Ftat and Qt = FtRtF
′
t + Vt. The one-step ahead predictive distribution can be combined with
the likelihood of the next observation Xt | θt for obtaining the filtering distribution of θt |X1,...,t
using Bayes theorem:
p(θt |X1,...,t) = p(θt |X1,...,t−1)p(Xt | θt)/p(Xt |X1,...,t−1) .
The filtering distribution of θt |X1,...,t is N (mt, Ct) with mt = at + RtF ′tQ−1t et and Ct = Rt −
RtF
′
tQ
−1
t FtRt. The forecast error is et = Xt − ft. Intuitively, this step can be understood as a cor-
rection. The predicted distributions according to the state-space model are corrected for the latest
observation. The weight of the correction term RtF
′
tQ
−1
t is referred to as the Kalman gain matrix. It
depends on Wt and Vt through Rt and Qt. If the error variance of the predicted states Rt is small, the
Kalman gain is small giving the correction term little weight and mt ≈ at. If, on the other hand, the
error variance of the measurement equation Vt is small, Kt = RtF
′
tQ
−1
t ≈ RtF ′t (FtRtF ′t )−1 = F−1t
and mt ≈ F−1t Xt and more weight is given to the most recent observation Xt. The choice of the
Kalman gain as RtF
′
tQ
−1
t is optimal in terms of minimizing the mean-squared error of the forecast
mt for θt.
The filtering distribution of θt |X1,...,t only make use of the observations up to time point t.
In retrospect, it is often desirable to estimate the distributions with all available data, i.e., the
smoothing distribution of θt |X1,...,n. The smoothing distributions can be estimated recursively
and backwards in time starting from the filtering distribution of θn |X1,...,n. If θt+1 |X1,...,n ∼
N (st+1, St+1), the smoothing distribution of θt |X1,...,n for t = 1, . . . , n− 1 is N (st, St) with
st = mt + CtG
′
t+1R
−1
t+1(st+1 − at+1) (10)
St = Ct − CtG′t+1R−1t+1(Rt+1 − St+1)R−1t+1Gt+1Ct . (11)
The smoothing recursions can be derived from p(θt |X1,...,n) =
∫
p(θt+1 |X1,...,n)p(θt | θt+1, X1,...,n)dθt+1.
They can be understood as adding the information that is gained from the time points t+ 1, . . . , n,
which is not included in the filtering distributions.
In many situations, the parameters in the state-space model are not fully known. For example,
the noise covariance matrices Vt and Wt or the parameters in Gt may be unknown and have to
be estimated from data. In these cases, one can use the maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE)
for inferring the unknown parameters. Let ψ denote the unknown parameters. The distribution of
X1,...,n |ψ can be factorized into p(X1,...,n |ψ) =
∏n
t=1 p(Xt |X1,...,t−1, ψ). Each term in this product
can be recognized as the one-step ahead predictive distribution of Xt |X1,...,t−1, ψ. From before, we
know that the terms are equal to N (ft, Qt). Therefore, one can rewrite the log-likelihood as
l(ψ) = −1
2
n∑
t=1
log |Qt| − 1
2
n∑
t=1
(xt − ft)′Q−1t (xt − ft) .
This expression depends on ψ implicitly through the terms ft and Qt. Maximizing the log-likelihood
or minimizing the negative log-likelihood with respect to ψ yields the MLE estimate of ψ. For com-
puting the MLE, one can utilize the function dlmMLE from the R-package dlm [14]. This function
builds the likelihood of the Kalman filter as a function of ψ and parses this expression to the function
optim for optimization. A word of caution is necessary here. The likelihood function of the Kalman
filter can exhibit many local minima. Therefore, it is advised to try different starting values for the
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MLE routine and to compare the resulting estimates before proceeding with further steps. The MLE
in conjunction with the Kalman filter has been shown to be consistent and asymptotically normal
for stationary and nonstationary but asymptotically identifiable models [21]. Chang, Miller, and
Park [3] have proven its consistency and asymptotic mixed normality for nonstationary models that
involve integrated time series. Although, to the best of our knowledge, there is no asymptotic theory
for the MLE in general nonstationary models, the Kalman filter with ML estimated parameters is
still regarded to work well. Some examples are reviewed by Kim, Nelson, et al. [11].
Causal Transfer. Our method is divided into two algorithms for estimating population or sample
treatment effects. The two versions differ mainly in that the population version replaces all outcomes
by the expected outcomes while the sample version imputes only the missing potential outcomes.
We start with the sample version. It consists of the following steps. We first estimate the unknown
parameters with MLE, such as the covariance terms and the constants c0, c1, c2. We then plug in
the estimated parameters into the state-space model. For all time points, we estimate the smoothing
distribution N (st, St) of the states by iterating the smoothing recursions (10). Given the smoothing
distribution, we estimate the distribution N (f˜t, Q˜t) of the missing outcomes through f˜t = F˜tst and
Q˜t = F˜tStF˜
′
t + Vt. The matrix F˜t contains the covariates of the counterfactuals. This implies that
F˜t is the same as Ft except for T being replaced by T˜ = |T − 1|. We repeatedly draw B set of
samples (x˜
(b)
t )
B
b=1 from N (f˜t, Q˜t) to impute the missing outcomes. We estimate the estimand of
interest τˆ
(b)
t from the data xt and the sample x˜
(b)
t . For the SATE, the effect sample is given by
τˆ
(b)
t = (x˜
(b)
t − xt) · (T˜ − T ) for every t. Lastly, we summarize the effect samples (τˆ (b)t )Bb=1 into pre-
diction intervals and point estimates, e.g., by taking the percentiles and the average. A pseudo-code
version is shown below in algorithm 1. One can also estimate other estimands than the SATE. For
the SARTE (sample average relative treatment effect) , the effect samples in step 7 are estimated
as 1d
∑d
i=1(x˜
(b)
i,t − xi,t)(T˜i − Ti)/(x˜(b)i,t 1T˜i=0 + xi,t1Ti=0).
Algorithm 1 Causal Transfer for sample treatment effects
1: Estimate unknown coefficients with MLE.
2: for t = 1, . . . , n do
3: Estimate the smoothing distribution of the time series N (st, St).
4: Estimate the distribution of the counterfactual series N (f˜t, Q˜t).
5: for b = 1, . . . , B do
6: (i) Draw one sample x˜
(b)
t from N (f˜t, Q˜t).
7: (ii) Estimate effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from the observed xt and imputed x˜
(b)
t .
8: end for
9: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
10: Estimate sample treatment effect as τˆt =
1
B
∑B
b=1 τˆ
(b)
t .
11: end for
12: return Estimated prediction intervals and treatment effects for time points t = 1, . . . , n.
Causal Transfer naturally extends to the prediction of unseen future treatment effects. We de-
note the future time points by t = n + 1, . . . , nahead. We predict the distribution of the states
N (mt, Ct) for the time period of interest recursively starting from N (mn, Cn). N (mn, Cn) is the
filtering distribution at t = n, which coincides with the smoothing distribution at this time point.
The parameters of the distribution are updated according to mt = Gtmt−1 and Ct = GtCt−1G′t+Wt
for t = n + 1, . . . , nahead. No correction step with the Kalman gain is needed since no observations
have been made. We draw the predicted outcomes of the time series from N (ft, Qt) with ft = Ftmt
and Qt = FtCtF
′
t + Vt and the predicted outcomes of the counterfactual series from N (f˜t, Q˜t) with
f˜t = F˜tmt and Q˜t = F˜tCtF˜
′
t + Vt. We then proceed with the same steps as before for obtaining the
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prediction intervals and the point estimates. Algorithm 2 contains the pseudo-code version.
Algorithm 2 Causal Transfer for (unseen) future sample treatment effects
1: for t = n+ 1, . . . , nahead do
2: Predict the distribution N (mt, Ct) from the previous N (mt−1, Ct−1).
3: Predict the distribution of the time series N (ft, Qt).
4: Predict the distribution of the counterfactual series N (f˜t, Q˜t).
5: for b = 1, . . . , B do
6: (i) Draw one sample x˜
(b)
t and x
(b)
t from N (f˜t, Q˜t) and N (ft, Qt).
7: (ii) Predict effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from x
(b)
t and x˜
(b)
t .
8: end for
9: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
10: Predict sample treatment effect as τˆt =
1
B
∑B
b=1 τˆ
(b)
t .
11: end for
12: return Prediction intervals and predicted treatment effects for t = n+ 1, . . . , nahead.
In linear models, the ATE is especially simple and can be read off directly from the model coeffi-
cients: µ0,t+µ1,tE[Xpre]+µ2,tE[g]. This example illustrates that the ATE and other population treat-
ment effects can be estimated directly from µt without having to impute the missing potential out-
comes. Hence, one can skip the steps 4-6 for population treatment effects, such as the ATE. Instead,
one draws samples (s
(b)
t )
B
b=1 directly from the smoothing distribution of the states N (st, St) to esti-
mate the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1. For the ATE, τˆ
(b)
t =
1
d
∑d
i=1(s
(b)
0,t+s
(b)
1,tXi,pre+s
(b)
2,tgi). This is equiv-
alent to replacing all outcomes by the expected outcomes. Suppose we sample the states s
(b)
t from
N (st, St). We replace the observed outcomes by the expected outcomes f (b)t = Fts(b)t and the miss-
ing outcomes by the expected outcomes f˜
(b)
t = F˜ts
(b)
t . The effect sample τˆ
(b)
t = (f˜
(b)
t −f (b)t ) · (T˜ −T )
then reduces to 1d
∑d
i=1(s
(b)
0,t + s
(b)
1,tXi,pre + s
(b)
2,tgi). The samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 can be summarized into
prediction intervals as before. The ATE point estimate τˆt can be estimated directly from st, e.g.,
τˆt =
1
d
∑d
i=1(s0,t + s1,tXi,pre + s2,tgi). The population version of Causal Transfer is shown in algo-
rithm 3. Algorithm 3 is computationally faster than algorithm 1 and accelerates computation time by
approximately a factor 3. Both versions can be accelerated by parallelization of the sampling process.
Algorithm 3 Causal Transfer for population treatment effects
1: Estimate unknown coefficients with MLE.
2: for t = 1, . . . , n do
3: Estimate the smoothing distribution of the time series N (st, St).
4: for b = 1, . . . , B do
5: (i) Draw one sample s
(b)
t from N (st, St).
6: (ii) Estimate effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from s
(b)
t .
7: end for
8: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
9: Estimate population treatment effect τˆt from st.
10: end for
11: return Estimated prediction intervals and treatment effects for time points t = 1, . . . , n.
Population treatment effects implicitly assume that the units in the study are reflective of a
larger population with an underlying distribution function. Naturally, population treatment effects
can be transferred to new units that did not take part in the study as long as they arise from the
same population. The individual effect for a new unit with covariates Xpre and g is the CATE
E[Xt(1)−Xt(0) |Xpre, g]. To estimate the CATE with algorithm 3, one estimates the effect sample
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in step 6 of algorithm 3 as τˆ
(b)
t = s
(b)
0,t + s
(b)
1,tXpre + s
(b)
2,tg and the effect in step 9 of algorithm 3 as
τˆt = s0,t + s1,tXpre + s2,tg.
We can integrate Xpre out if we are interested solely in the effects as a function of g since
E[E[Xt(1) − Xt(0) | g,Xpre] | g] = E[Xt(1) − Xt(0) | g]. The expression E[Xt(1) − Xt(0) | g] is the
so-called marginal conditional average treatment effect (MCATE) [7]. The MCATE is useful for
comparing treatment effects between groups of units with different values of g. The effect sam-
ples for the MCATE in step 6 can be estimated as τˆ
(b)
t,g=0 =
1
d0
∑
i;gi=0
(s
(b)
0,t + s
(b)
1,tXi,pre) for group
1 with g = 0 and τˆ
(b)
t,g=1 =
1
d1
∑
i;gi=1
(s
(b)
0,t + s
(b)
1,tXi,pre + s
(b)
2,t) for group 2 with g = 1. Here, d0
denotes the number of units in the group with g = 0 and d1 the number of units in the group
g = 1. The effect samples can be summarized into prediction intervals within each group. In
the same way, the effect in step 9 can be estimated as τˆt,g=0 =
1
d0
∑
i;gi=0
(s0,t + s1,tXi,pre) and
τˆt,g=1 =
1
d1
∑
i;gi=1
(s0,t + s1,tXi,pre + s2,t) for each group respectively. The samples of the effect
differences between the groups E[Xt(1)−Xt(0) | g = 0]− E[Xt(1)−Xt(0) | g = 1] can be estimated
conveniently from the effect samples τˆ
(b)
t,∆g
= τˆ
(b)
t,g=0 − τˆ (b)t,g=1. The estimated average effect difference
is equal to τˆt,∆g = τˆt,g=0 − τˆt,g=1.
The prediction of unseen future population treatment effects is as simple as for sample treatment
effects. Algorithm 4 contains the pseudo-code.
Algorithm 4 Causal Transfer for (unseen) future population treatment effects
1: for t = n+ 1, . . . , nahead do
2: Predict the distribution N (mt, Ct) from the previous N (mt−1, Ct−1).
3: for b = 1, . . . , B do
4: (i) Draw one sample s
(b)
t from N (mt, Ct)
5: (ii) Predict effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from s
(b)
t .
6: end for
7: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
8: Predict population treatment effect τˆt from mt.
9: end for
10: return Prediction intervals and predicted treatment effects for t = n+ 1, . . . , nahead.
On a side note, Causal Transfer can be adapted to a Bayesian framework. The inference is then
done with Gibb’s sampling and MCMC instead of maximum likelihood estimation.
2.4 Model misspecification
We argue that a misspecified (dynamic) regression model is not problematic when aiming to estimate
the ATE, while it has a (negative) effect for the CATE. For simplicity, we present the argument in
the notation of Section 1 without time series.
The potential outcomes are denoted by Y (1) and Y (0): we dropped the index i of the units here.
We assume that the treatment assignment is randomized conditional on the covariates X as in (1).
From formula (2), we know that the ATE can be inferred by
E[m1(X)]− E[m0(X)]
with m1(x) = E[Y |T = 1, X = X] and m0(x) = E[Y |T = 0, X = X]. Assume now that we have
misspecified the regression functions mT (·) for T ∈ {0, 1}. The misspecified function is assumed to
be of the form
µT + gθT (·),
with intercept µT . The best L2-approximation is defined by
µ∗T , θ
∗
T = argminµT ,θTE[(mT (X)− µT − gθT (X))2].
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The partial derivative with respect to µT then leads to
E[mT (X)− µ∗T − gθ∗T (X)] = 0.
This implies that if we integrate out X in the misspecified model, we obtain
E[µ∗T + gθ∗T (X)] = E[mT (X)] = E[Y (T )],
where the last inequality follows by (1). Thus, even when we have misspecified the regression
functions mT (·) with a parametric model, the ATE can be consistently inferred. The empirical
results in Section 3 confirm this.
Obviously, when mT (·) is misspecified, the heterogeneous treatment effect will be misspecified: it
is only when averaging out X as in the ATE that the misspecification has no effect on the inference.
2.5 Reference methods
We compare Causal Transfer against two reference methods in subsequent simulations: Bayesian
imputation and Causal Impact. Bayesian imputation is considered to be a standard method for
inferring causal effects from cross-sectional data [9]. Causal impact, like Causal Transfer, uses state-
space models for causal effect estimation. We introduce both methods briefly below.
2.5.1 Bayesian imputation
For comparison, we fit separate regression models to the data at each time point as in the example
in Section 2.1. For instance, Xt ∼ Zt + T ∗Xpre + Tg, which is the static version of model (5). This
approach requires that there are enough units at each time point to fit an informative model. Causal
Transfer, on the other hand, pools information over time and incorporates smoothness conditions
on the regression coefficients through the state equations (6)-(7).
For each time point in the data set, one puts prior distributions on the regression coefficients
βt and the error variance σ
2
t . Typically, one would choose the same prior for each βt and σ
2
t
for different time points t. For example, P (βt) ∝ 1 and P (σ2t ) ∝ 1/σ2t . These priors are non-
informative as they correspond to flat priors on βt and log(σ
2
t ). They are also improper as they
do not integrate to 1. For inference, one samples σ
2(b)
t from the marginal posterior distribution
IG((n − p)/2, ((n − p)/2)σˆ2t ). The distribution IG denotes the inverse-gamma distribution and
σˆt =
√
1
n−p (Xt − Ftβˆt)′(Xt − Ftβˆt) the residual standard error. Note that Ft is the design matrix,
p the number of columns of Ft, and βˆt = (F
′
tFt)
−1F ′tXt the estimated coefficients (solution of the
normal equation). Subsequently, one is able to draw β
(b)
t from the conditional posterior distribution
N (βˆt, (F ′tFt)−1σ2(b)t ). The pair (σ2(b)t , β(b)t ) now constitutes a draw from the joint posterior distri-
bution of σ2t and βt. We then draw the missing outcomes from the posterior predictive distribution
N (F˜tβ(b)t , Idσ2(b)t ), where the matrix F˜t contains the covariates of the counterfactuals. We estimate
the effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from the observed and the imputed outcomes. Finally, we can summarize the
effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 as prediction intervals and point estimates, e.g., by taking the percentiles
and the average. Algorithm 5 contains the pseudo-code version. This reference method is known
as Bayesian imputation in the causal inference literature. More information on it can be found in [9].
In the above form, Bayesian imputation estimates sample treatment effects. Algorithm 5 can be
modified for estimating population treatment effects. The modified version is shown in algorithm 6.
The main difference is that we skipped step 6 in favor of estimating the effect samples τˆ
(b)
t directly
from β
(b)
t and the effect τˆt directly from βˆt.
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Algorithm 5 Bayesian imputation for sample treatment effects
1: for t = 1, . . . , n do
2: Fit linear regression model to data from time point t.
3: for b = 1, . . . , B do
4: (i) Sample σ
2(b)
t from IG((n− p)/2, ((n− p)/2)σˆ2t ).
5: (ii) Sample β
(b)
t from N (βˆt, (F ′F )−1σ2(b)t ).
6: (iii) Sample X˜
(b)
t from N (F˜ β(b)t , Idσ2(b)t ).
7: (iv) Estimate effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from Xt and X˜
(b)
t .
8: end for
9: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
10: Estimate sample treatment effect as τˆt =
1
B
∑B
b=1 τˆ
(b)
t .
11: end for
12: return Estimated prediction intervals and treatment effects for t = 1, . . . , n.
Algorithm 6 Bayesian imputation for population treatment effects
1: for t = 1, . . . , n do
2: Fit linear regression model to data from time point t.
3: for b = 1, . . . , B do
4: (i) Sample σ
2(b)
t from IG((n− p)/2, ((n− p)/2)σˆ2t ).
5: (ii) Sample β
(b)
t from N (βˆt, (F ′F )−1σ2(b)t ).
6: (iii) Estimate effect sample τˆ
(b)
t from β
(b)
t .
7: end for
8: Summarize the effect samples (τˆ
(b)
t )
B
b=1 into prediction intervals.
9: Estimate population treatment effect τˆt from βˆt.
10: end for
11: return Estimated prediction intervals and treatment effects for t = 1, . . . , n.
2.5.2 Causal Impact
Causal Impact aims to predict the counterfactual of a treated time series Xt. It predicts what
would have happened to Xt in absence of treatment. To estimate the counterfactual, it requires
at least one control time series Zt that is predictive of the response time series but not affected by
treatment itself (similar to Zt in model (5)). It learns the relationship between the response and
the control time series during the pre-period (before the treatment commences). It then assumes
that the learned relationship remains unchanged by treatment. Thereby, it is able to predict the
counterfactual series during the treatment period. Causal Impact relies on a dynamic regression
model. For example, for a single control time series Zt the model reads:
Xt = µt + βZt + vt
µt = µt−1 + αt−1 + wt
αt = αt−1 + ut , (12)
for t = 1, . . . , n. The noise variables ut, vt, and wt are mutually independent, centered, and normally
distributed with unknown but constant variances. The assumptions that the relationship between
control Zt and response time series Xt remains constant before and during treatment can be relaxed
by letting the regression coefficient β evolve according to a random walk. The local trend and level
terms µt and αt can be adjusted for seasonality by adding higher order lagged terms in the state
equations. For a large number of control time series, a spike and slab prior is placed on the regression
coefficients for model selection. All inferences are done within a Bayesian framework using MCMC.
Currently, Causal Impact requires the response time series Xt to be univariate. To run the
analysis for multivariate response time series, we average the multivariate time series (cross-sectional)
and input the averaged time series.
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3 Empirical results
We assessed the empirical properties of Causal Transfer in simulations. We further compared its
performance with Bayesian imputation and Causal Impact. Here, we provide the empirical results
for a variety of simulation set-ups. Each of the following sections contains the results for different
kinds of estimands. We begin with a section on sample treatment effects on synthetic data. We then
proceed to population and heterogenous effects. Thereafter, we consider treatment assignments with
confounding. Experimental findings on semi-empirical data are presented in the last subsection.
3.1 Sample treatment effects
We simulated data points according to the following true and misspecified models.
• Model 1 (correctly specified):
Xi,t = β0,t + β1,tXi,pre + β2,tZi,t + Ti(µ0,t + µ1,tXi,pre + µ2,tgi) + vi,t.
The pre-period covariate Xi,pre is drawn from the uniform distribution U(0, 1) for each unit
i = 1, . . . , d. The time-varying covariate Zt = (Z1,t, Z1,t . . . , Z2,t, Z2,t) is chosen to be identical
for half of the units: Z1,t ∼ N (m1, 0.12) and Z2,t ∼ N (m2, 0.12), where m1 is drawn from
U(0, 1) and m2 from U(−1, 0). The idea behind this is that the units could belong to two
groups. For example, half of the units could originate from country A and half of the units
from country B. Therefore, it seems natural to use one covariate for units from group 1, e.g.,
GDP of country A and a different covariate for units from group 2, e.g., GDP from country
B. Similarly, we divide g into two groups to indicate the group membership. We set gi = 0 for
units of group 1 and gi = 1 for the units of group 2. The indicator Ti is equal to 1 for treated
units and 0 otherwise. The states are modelled as random walks
βt = βt−1 + wt (13)
µt =
0.8 0 00 0.9 0
0 0 1
µt−1 + ut (14)
with β0 = (0.2, 0.6, 0.3) and µ0 = (1, 0.5, 0.3). The states µ0,t, µ1,t, and µ2,t do not decay
at the same rate. In fact, µ2,t does not decay implying that the long-term treatment effect
is not equal to 0. The noise terms vi,t, wj,t, uj,t are independent of each other, centered, and
normally distributed with standard deviations 0.1, 0.01, and 0.01 respectively.
• Model 2 (multiplicative effect): this model replaces the additive effect in model 1 by a mul-
tiplicative one. As before, we generate the observational part as Xobsi,t = β0,t + β1,tXi,pre +
β2,tZi,t + vi,t. Now instead of adding the treatment effect, we multiply the observational
part by the treatment effect, i.e., Xi,t = TiµtX
obs
i,t . The multiplicative effect is modelled as
µt = 1.5 + (µt−1 − 1.5)0.9 + ut = 0.15 + 0.9µt−1 + ut with µ0 = 2 and ut being normally
distributed with standard deviation 0.01. This equation implies that the treatment effect
gradually decays from 2 to 1.5 over time.
• Model 3 (AR model): we consider an AR model instead of a regression model for the observa-
tional part of the time series.
Xi,t = X
obs
i,t +X
int
i,t
Xobsi,t = β0,t + β1X
obs
i,t−1 + β2,tZi,t + vi,t
X inti,t = Ti(µ0,t + µ1,tXi,pre + µ2,tgi) + νi,t
We replace Xpre by X
obs
t−1 to add the AR term. The terms β1,t ≡ β1 are now held constant in
time because, otherwise, there would be an interaction between two states. The other states
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β0,t, β2,t, µ0,t, µ1,t, and µ2,t are generated as in model 1. The noise variables vi,t and νi,t are
independent of each other, centered, and normally distributed with standard deviation 0.1.
• Model 4 (unit-specific parameters): the observational part of the time series is now individual
for each unit:
Xi,t = X
obs
i,t +X
int
i,t
Xobsi,t = β0,i + β1,iX
2
i,pre + β2,iZi,t + vi,t
X inti,t = Ti(µ0,t + µ1,tXi,pre + µ2,tgi) + νi,t
The coefficient β0,i is sampled with replacement from {0.1, 0.11, 0.12 . . . , 0.3}, β1,i from
{0.5, 0.51, 0.52, . . . , 0.7}, and β2,i from {0.2, 0.21, 0.22, . . . , 0.4} for each unit. The noise distri-
bution vi,t ∼ N (0, σ2i ) is unit-specific as well. For each unit, the standard deviations σi are
sampled with replacement from {0.09, 0.091, 0.092, . . . , 0.11}. The other noise term is simu-
lated from νi,t ∼ N (0, 0.12). Furthermore, we add a nonlinearity by replacing Xpre with X2pre
in the equation for Xobst . The states µ0,t, µ1,t, and µ2,t are generated as in model 1.
• Model 5 (nonlinear effect): we misspecify the treatment effect by replacing Xpre with cos(Xpre)
in
Xi,t = β0,t + β1,tXi,pre + β2,tZi,t + Tiµi,t cos(Xi,pre) + vi,t .
Furthermore, the starting value µi,0 is drawn with replacement from {0.9, 0.91, 0.92 . . . , 1.1}
for each unit instead of being identical for all units as in model 1. Each state evolves according
to
µi,t = 1.002µi,t−1 + ui,t
with ui,t ∼ N (0, 0.012). Hence, the effect grows slightly over time. The states β0,t, β1,t, β2,t
and the noise vi,t are generated as in model 1.
• Model 6 (deterministic effect): we misspecify the treatment effect by replacing Xpre with X2pre
in
Xi,t = β0,t + β1,tXi,pre + β2,tZi,t + Ti(µ0,i,t + µ1,i,tX
2
i,pre) + vi,t .
Furthermore, the starting value µ0,i,0 is sampled with replacement from {0.9, 0.91, 0.92 . . . , 1.1}
and µ1,i,0 from {0.4, 0.41, 0.42, . . . , 0.6} for each unit. The states evolve as
µi,t =
(
0.9 0
0 1
)
µi,t−1
without noise. The states β0,t, β1,t, β2,t and the noise vi,t are generated as in model 1.
Model 1 is correctly specified, while the remaining models are misspecified. For all models, we
generated n = 300 data points for d = 20 units. 10 units were assigned to the treatment group (5
units with g = 0 and 5 units with g = 1) and the remaining 10 units to the control group. We ran
Causal Transfer with the dynamic regression model Xt ∼ Zt +Xpre ∗ T + Tg on models 1, 3, and 4
and Xt ∼ Zt +Xpre ∗ T on models 2, 5, and 6 and estimated the SATE 1d
∑d
i=1(Xi,t(1)−Xi,t(0)).
We summarized the MSE, the coverage and width of the 95%-prediction intervals over the 100 sim-
ulation runs in Table 1. Our method is further capable of predicting unseen “future” treatment
effects, for which no data point has been observed yet. We predicted “future” effects for time points
t = n+1, n+2, . . . , n+100 and compared the results to the “past” effects for t = 1, . . . , n in Table 1.
Example plots for one simulation run are shown in Figures 2a - 4b.
The MSE of the estimated “past” effects and the width of its prediction intervals are smallest
for the correctly specified model (model 1) although it is difficult to make a comparison between
the different models. The coverage for the “past” effects is close to the desired 95% on model 1.
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MSE·103 Coverage Width
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Model 1 0.3 2.1 0.92 0.94 0.09 0.17
Model 2 0.5 5.3 0.93 0.95 0.13 0.26
Model 3 1.1 3.7 0.88 0.99 0.15 0.30
Model 4 2.1 6.3 0.81 0.92 0.14 0.26
Model 5 1.3 4.9 0.86 0.85 0.12 0.21
Model 6 0.4 4.7 0.90 0.94 0.10 0.19
Table 1: Comparison between “past” and “future” SATE effects in terms of MSE, coverage, and
width of the 95%-prediction intervals. The values were computed separately for the “past” for
which data is available and the “future”, for which no outcomes have been observed yet. The
results were averaged over 100 simulation runs and the respective time period, e.g., MSEpast =
1
100
∑100
b=1
1
n
∑n
t=1(τ
(b)
t − τˆ (b)t )2 and MSEfuture = 1100
∑100
b=1
1
100
∑n+100
t=n+1(τ
(b)
t − τˆ (b)t )2 with τt being the
true effect, τˆt the estimated effect at time t, and n = 300. The “future” effects are predicted from
the model trained solely on the data points from the “past”.
The coverage remains close to 95% on the multiplicative model 2 irrespective of misspecification.
The coverage on the remaining models varies between 81 and 90 %. Some undercoverage has to be
expected, since these models contain misspecifications and more variability than what is assumed
by our model.
When comparing “past” to “future” effects, it is noticeable that the MSE and the width of the
prediction intervals increase. Due to the width increase, the coverage is closer to the desired rate of
95% for the “future” effects compared to the “past” effects. Figure 2a, for example, shows how the
prediction intervals increase in width over time. Intuitively it makes sense, as the last observation
lies more distant in the past the estimates become increasingly uncertain. Since no outcomes are
available for the estimation of “future” effects, all outcomes need to be sampled from distributions.
This adds a source of variability. The parameters of the distributions are estimated by iterating the
state equation (4) and the measurement equation (3) without the subsequent correction step with
the Kalman gain. The MSE of the predicted SATE also increases for “future” effects due to the
lack of the correction step, which would have moved the predicted towards the observed values. As
a result, the predicted “future” effects are smoother than the “past” effects. The overall trend of
the predicted “future” effects in Figures 2a - 4b remains close to the truth.
Next, we compare Causal Transfer to Causal Impact and Bayesian imputation. Predictions
of “future” effects cannot be made with Bayesian imputation nor Causal Impact without further
assumptions. Therefore, we restrict the comparison to the “past” effects for t = 1, . . . , n.
Causal Impact only accepts univariate time series. Therefore, we averaged the outcomes Xt of the
treated units and used the averaged series as the response for Causal Impact. We further averaged
the outcomes of the control units, the pre-period covariate Xpre, and the time-varying covariate Zt
and provided the averaged series as control covariates for Causal Impact. Causal Impact does not
fit the intervention and does not need g. Causal Impact, however, requires a pre-period to learn
the relationship between the response and the control time series in absence of any interventions.
This relationship is then exploited to predict the counterfactuals. Therefore, we generated 2n data
points for Causal Impact: n pre-period points, on which Causal Impact is trained, and n treatment
points, for which predictions are made. We used the the same predictors for Bayesian imputation
and Causal Transfer.
We estimated the SATE with all methods and computed the MSE, the coverage and width of
the 95%-prediction intervals. The results averaged over 100 simulation runs are shown in Table 2.
The estimated SATE and its prediction intervals are shown for one simulation run in Figures 2 - 4.
Causal Transfer achieves the lowest MSE among the methods compared except on model 4. In
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addition, the coverage of Causal Transfer is closest to the desired rate of 95% except on model 4.
Causal Impact produces the widest prediction intervals on all models but model 4 while their coverage
rates are too low. Causal Impact performs best on model 4 but the results are not substantially
better than for Causal Transfer. Bayesian imputation has, overall, the narrowest intervals but also
the most undercoverage. It is likely that the coverage of Bayesian imputation will improve for a
larger number of units than d = 20.
The computation time reflects the complexity of the methods. Causal Impact estimates a single
univariate dynamic regression model. Bayesian imputation fits one regression model per time point,
and Causal Transfer a multivariate dynamic regression model while accounting for time dependence.
As a result, Causal Impact is approximately 70 times faster than Causal Transfer and 120 times
faster than Bayesian imputation in our simulations. Bayesian imputation and Causal Transfer can
be accelerated by parallelization of the sampling process.
MSE·103 Coverage Width Time[s]
CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI
Model 1 0.3 5.6 2.2 0.92 0.79 0.69 0.09 0.18 0.10 210 4 367
Model 2 0.5 7.0 3.5 0.93 0.72 0.44 0.13 0.18 0.07 184 3 367
Model 3 1.1 8.1 5.5 0.88 0.84 0.31 0.15 0.26 0.06 221 3 373
Model 4 2.1 2 5.5 0.81 0.82 0.30 0.14 0.12 0.06 219 3 366
Model 5 1.3 8.6 3.3 0.86 0.71 0.44 0.12 0.18 0.07 183 3 363
Model 6 0.4 6.1 2.3 0.90 0.78 0.64 0.10 0.18 0.09 199 3 359
Table 2: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT), Causal Impact (CI), and Bayesian impu-
tation (BI) in terms of MSE, coverage and width of the 95%-prediction intervals, and CPU
time consumption for the estimation of the SATE. The comparison is restricted to the “past”
effects. The results were averaged over n = 300 time points and 100 simulation runs, e.g.,
MSE = 1100
∑100
b=1
1
n
∑n
t=1(τ
(b)
t − τˆ (b)t )2 with τt being the true and τˆt the estimated effect at time t.
We also compared Causal Transfer with Bayesian imputation for the estimation of the sample
average relative treatment effect (SARTE) 1d
∑d
i=1(Xi,t(1)/Xi,t(0) − 1). The estimation of relative
treatment effects is currently not implemented in Causal Impact. We repeatedly generated data
from model 1 with starting values β0 = (2, 0.6, 0.3) and estimated the SARTE over 100 simulation
runs. Table 3 contains the results.
Similar to our previous results for the SATE, Causal Transfer outperforms Bayesian imputation
in terms of MSE, coverage of the prediction intervals, and computation time. The width of the
prediction intervals are identical for both methods while Causal Transfer achieves a coverage rate of
approximately 91% compared to 71% with Bayesian imputation.
MSE·103 Coverage Width Time[s]
Past Future Past Future Past Future Past Future
Causal Transfer 0.2 0.6 0.91 0.92 0.04 0.08 224 90
Bayesian imputation 0.4 - 0.71 - 0.04 - 338 -
Table 3: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT) and Bayesian imputation (BI) for the SARTE
in model 1. The results were averaged over 300 time points and 100 simulation runs. The desired
coverage is 95%. Causal Transfer is able to predict “future” treatment effects, for which observations
have yet to be made.
3.2 Population and heterogenous treatment effects
We now turn to the estimation of population and heterogenous effects. In many situations, we
are interested in how the treatment effect varies across individuals. One could imagine that a new
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(a) Model 1 (CT) (b) Model 2 (CT)
(c) Model 1 (CI) (d) Model 2 (CI)
(e) Model 1 (BI) (f) Model 2 (BI)
Figure 2: Example analysis plots for the SATE on models 1 and 2. Causal Transfer (Figure 2a
and 2b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are shown after the dashed line. The prediction
intervals for “future” effects are wider than for the past effects. The prediction intervals are also
wider for model 2 than for model 1. Bayesian imputation (Figure 2e and 2f) has the narrowest and
Causal Impact (Figure 2c and 2d) the widest intervals.
unit appears after a study concludes. The new unit is similar to the study units and it is rea-
sonable to assume that the new unit and the study units arose from the same population. What
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(a) Model 3 (CT) (b) Model 4 (CT)
(c) Model 3 (CI) (d) Model 4 (CI)
(e) Model 3 (BI) (f) Model 4 (BI)
Figure 3: Example analysis plots for the SATE on models 3 and 4. Causal Transfer (Figure 3a
and 3b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are shown after the dashed line. Causal Impact
performs noticeably better on model 4 (Figure 3d) than on model 3 (Figure 3d). Bayesian imputation
undercovers on both models (Figure 3e and 3f).
would the treatment effect be for the new unit if it would have been subject to the treatment under
the same conditions of the previous experiment? The treatment effect is individual to each unit
through the dependence on its covariate values. To transfer the effect to the new unit, we learn the
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(a) Model 5 (CT) (b) Model 6 (CT)
(c) Model 5 (CI) (d) Model 6 (CI)
(e) Model 5 (BI) (f) Model 6 (BI)
Figure 4: Example analysis plots for the SATE on models 5 and 6. Causal Transfer (Figure 4a and
4b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are shown after the dashed line. Bayesian imputation
(Figure 4e and 4f) undercovers while Causal Impact (Figure 4c and 4d) estimates the widest intervals.
The ground truth in these models is smoother than in models 1-4. Causal Transfer is able to adapt
its smoothness to the data.
CATE = E[Xt(1)−Xt(0) |Xpre, g] from the experiment and plug in the covariate values of the new
unit.
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A related topic is the difference in average treatment effects between groups of individuals. For
example, how does the efficacy of a drug differ for young and old patients or how do policy changes
affect big and small companies? These questions also raise the issue of heterogeneous treatment
effects. In the following, we restrict ourselves to a setting with a single factor g with levels 0 and
1. But more groups can be handled in the same manner. The average treatment effect for units
with g = 0 is E[Xt(1) − Xt(0) | g = 0] and analogously E[Xt(1) − Xt(0) | g = 1] for g = 1. The
expression E[Xt(1)−Xt(0) | g] is the marginal conditional average treatment effect (MCATE), since
it can be derived by taking the iterated (conditional) expectation of the CATE. The difference in
the average treatment effects between the groups is equal to MCATE∆g = MCATEg=1−MCATEg=0.
We test Causal Transfer for the task of inferring and transferring heterogeneous effects. We re-
peatedly simulated data from model 1 over 100 simulations and estimated the CATE, the MCATE,
and the ATE. For the CATE, we drew the covariate Xpre of the new unit from the uniform distri-
bution and set g to 0. The averaged results are shown in Table 5. The estimated heterogeneous
effects are plotted for one simulation run in Figure 5. In addition, we compare Causal Transfer
to Bayesian imputation in Table 4. Causal Impact cannot estimate heterogenous effects since it
requires univariate time series. It can, however, estimate the ATE. Causal Impact estimates for the
ATE can be found in Section 3.3.
Causal Transfer outperforms Bayesian imputation in all aspects compared. The prediction of
“future” effects is more uncertain than the prediction of the“past” effects since outcomes have yet
to be observed. This uncertainty is reflected in wider intervals in Figures 5a-5e. The width and the
MSE increase the most for the MCATE with g = 1 or ∆g. Surprisingly, the width and the MSE for
the prediction of the MCATE for g = 0 are less affected by the additional uncertainty. This could
be because for g = 0, algorithm 3 does not need to draw samples of the state µ2,t.
MSE·103 Coverage Width
CT BI CT BI CT BI
CATE 0.3 8.0 0.91 0.82 0.06 0.24
MCATEg=0 0.3 4.4 0.91 0.82 0.06 0.18
MCATEg=1 0.5 4.3 0.93 0.82 0.08 0.18
MCATE∆g 0.5 8.7 0.92 0.82 0.07 0.26
ATE 0.3 2.2 0.93 0.83 0.06 0.13
Table 4: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT) and Bayesian imputation (BI) for the estima-
tion of heterogeneous effects in model 1. The results were averaged over 300 time points and 100
simulation runs. The desired coverage is 95%. The comparison is restricted to “past” effects.
MSE·103 Coverage Width
Past Future Past Future Past Future
CATE 0.3 0.4 0.91 0.90 0.06 0.08
MCATEg=0 0.3 0.4 0.91 0.91 0.06 0.08
MCATEg=1 0.5 7.0 0.93 0.90 0.08 0.27
MCATE∆g 0.5 6.6 0.92 0.90 0.07 0.26
ATE 0.3 2.1 0.93 0.91 0.06 0.15
Table 5: Comparison between “past” and “future” heterogeneous effects in model 1. The results
were averaged over 100 simulation runs and the respective time period. The desired coverage is 95%.
The “future” effects are predicted from the model trained solely on the data points of the “past”.
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(a) CATE (CT) (b) CATE (BI)
(c) MCATE (CT) (d) MCATE (BI)
(e) ATE (CT) (f) ATE (BI)
Figure 5: Example analysis plots for heterogeneous treatment effects in model 1. Causal Transfer
(Figures 5a, 5c, and 5e) is able to predict “future” effects, which are shown after the dashed line.
Causal Transfer produces smoother estimates and narrower intervals than Bayesian imputation
(Figures 5b, 5d, and 5f) by pooling information over time.
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3.3 Confounded treatment assignment
In the previous simulations, every unit had the same probability for being allocated to treatment.
In the following section, we consider confounded treatment assignments in which the probability of
receiving the treatment depends on the units’ covariate values. We consider the following assignment
mechanisms:
• Assignment 1: five units with g = 1 and five units with g = 0 are randomly assigned to
treatment. The remaining units are assigned to the control group.
• Assignment 2: nine units with g = 1 and one unit with g = 0 are randomly assigned to
treatment. The remaining units are assigned to the control group.
• Assignment 3: one unit with g = 1 and nine units with g = 0 are randomly assigned to
treatment. The remaining units are assigned to the control group.
The units are divided into two strata with g = 0 and g = 1. Stratified sampling is proportionally
allocated in the first set-up and disproportionately allocated in the second and third set-up. We
estimated the ATE and the SATE with Causal Transfer and the reference methods under model
1 with the different assignment mechanisms over 100 simulations. The averaged results are shown
in Table 6 for the SATE and in Table 7 for the ATE. The results suggest that Causal Transfer is
clearly the most stable across the assignment mechanisms for both the ATE and the SATE. The
MSE, coverage and width of the prediction intervals are not affected much by the confounding. When
moving from proportional allocation (assignment 1) to disproportionate allocation (assignments 2
and 3), the MSE and the width increase by approximately 2-3 times for Bayesian imputation while
the coverage remains below the desired 95%. The width increases for Causal Impact as well while
the coverage drops by up to 50% when switching from assignment 1 to assignments 2 and 3.
The reason for the undercoverage seems to be that Causal Impact does not adjust the treatment
effect for possible confounders. It simply takes the difference between the observed treated time
series and the predicted control time series while neglecting the possible dependence on covariate
values. Bayesian imputation adjusts the treatment for confounding variables. However, it is not
sufficiently powerful when only a small number of units per strata is assigned to treatment. For
example, only one treated observation from the strata with g = 1 is available per time point in
assignment 3. Causal Transfer is much less affected by this issue since it pools the data over time
and makes the observations from other time points available instead.
MSE·103 Coverage Width Time[s]
CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI
Assign. 1 0.3 5.6 2.2 0.92 0.79 0.69 0.09 0.18 0.10 210 4 367
Assign. 2 0.3 5.7 6.2 0.94 0.36 0.79 0.10 0.29 0.20 222 3 378
Assign. 3 0.3 3.1 6.1 0.94 0.51 0.79 0.10 0.28 0.20 226 3 465
Table 6: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT), Causal Impact (CI), and Bayesian imputation
(BI) for the SATE under confounded treatment assignments in model 1. The results were averaged
over 300 time points and 100 simulation runs. The desired coverage is 95%. The comparison is
restricted to “past” effects.
Furthermore, we predicted “future” effects with Causal Transfer under the different treatment
assignments and compared the results to the “past” effects in Table 8. As before, the MSE and
the width of the prediction intervals increase when predicting “future” as opposed to “past” effects
since no observations are available. The results are, on the whole, stable across different assignment
mechanisms.
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MSE·103 Coverage Width Time[s]
CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI
Assign. 1 0.3 5.6 2.2 0.93 0.78 0.83 0.06 0.18 0.13 90 3 261
Assign. 2 0.3 4.2 6.2 0.93 0.41 0.82 0.07 0.27 0.22 86 3 269
Assign. 3 0.4 3.1 6.1 0.92 0.51 0.82 0.07 0.28 0.22 89 3 271
Table 7: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT), Causal Impact (CI), and Bayesian imputation
(BI) for the ATE under confounded treatment assignments in model 1. The results were averaged
over 300 time points and 100 simulation runs. The desired coverage is 95%. The comparison is
restricted to “past” effects.
MSE·103 Coverage Width
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Assign. 1 (SATE) 0.3 2.1 0.92 0.94 0.09 0.17
Assign. 2 (SATE) 0.3 2.0 0.94 0.98 0.10 0.25
Assign. 3 (SATE) 0.3 2.4 0.94 0.98 0.10 0.25
Assign. 1 (ATE) 0.3 2.1 0.93 0.91 0.06 0.15
Assign. 2 (ATE) 0.3 2.0 0.93 0.91 0.07 0.15
Assign. 3 (ATE) 0.4 2.4 0.92 0.89 0.07 0.15
Table 8: Comparison between “past” and “future” effects under confounded treatment assignments
in model 1. The results were averaged over 100 simulation runs and the respective time period. The
desired coverage is 95%. The “future” effects are predicted from the model trained solely on the
data points of the “past”.
3.4 Semi-real data
We downloaded Google search trends [6] for d = 20 international car brands for a period of one
year starting from April 1, 2017. We randomly assigned 10 car brands to the treatment group and
the remainder to the control group. For the treated units, we generated a treatment effect and
injected it into the original time series. The treatment could, for example, be tax penalties or news
reports which lead to an increased search interest in the car brands affected by the treatment. The
treatment effects were injected in either an additive or multiplicative way.
• Additive effect: we add µ0,t +µ1,tXpre to the units that are assigned to treatment. The states
evolve as random walks
µt =
(
0.9 0
0 1
)
µt−1 + ut ,
which start at µ0 = (1, 0.5). We set Xpre to the values from April 1, 2017. The noise
distribution is equal to ut ∼ N (0, Idσ2) with σ = 0.1 for every t.
• Multiplicative effect: instead of adding the treatment effect, we multiply the original data by
the treatment effect, i.e., µtXt whenever a unit is assigned to treatment. The multiplicative
effect is modelled as µt = 1.5+(µt−1−1.5)0.9+ut = 0.15+0.9µt−1 +ut with ut ∼ N (0, 0.012)
and µ0 = 2. This implies that the effect essentially tends to 1.5 as t grows to infinity.
The additive treatment effect is correctly specified. However, our model can still be misspecified
for the observational part of the time series. The multiplicative effect is misspecified. We prepro-
cessed the data by taking the log transform and differencing before injecting the effect. For the
multiplicative effect only, we added a constant to our data to push negative into positive values.
Otherwise, the multiplicative effect would simultaneously lead to an increase in searches for units
with positive values and a decrease for units with negative values. We then proceeded with our
analysis as before.
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We used the same predictors, Xpre and T , for Causal Transfer and Bayesian imputation. Causal
Impact requires a control covariate that is predictive of the outcome variable but not affected by
treatment. Therefore, we averaged the control units and used this as the control after preprocessing
it in the same way as the treated units. We also provided the averaged pre-period covariate Xpre as
another control for Causal Impact. Causal Impact has the option to specify the seasonality of the
data. We enabled this option to accommodate the weekly patterns in the data.
We injected the treatment effect into the original data and estimated the SATE in 100 simulations.
We compared the methods with regard to the MSE, coverage and width of the 95%-prediction
intervals, and computation time in Table 9. The estimated SATE is shown for one simulation run
in Figure 6.
Overall, Causal Transfer has the smallest MSE among the methods. The prediction intervals
of Causal Transfer are narrower than for the other methods but the coverage is slightly below the
desired rate. The coverage of Causal Impact turns out to be the same as our method while its
intervals are wider. The coverage of Bayesian imputation is closer to the desired 95% but the
intervals are clearly the widest among the methods. In terms of computation time, Causal Transfer
requires around 200s and Bayesian imputation around 400s. Causal Impact is the fastest method
requiring only 7s. As mentioned before, the computation time of Bayesian imputation and Causal
Transfer can be accelerated through parallelization of the sampling process.
Effect MSE·103 Coverage Width Time[s]
CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI CT CI BI
Additive 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.05 0.08 0.17 205 8 419
Multi. 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.07 0.08 0.17 222 7 424
Table 9: Comparison between Causal Transfer (CT), Causal Impact (CI), and Bayesian imputation
(BI) for the SATE in the semi-real data problem. The results were averaged over 365 days and 100
simulation runs. The desired coverage is 95%. The comparison is restricted to “past” effects.
We predicted “future” treatment effects from April 2 until July 31, 2018 with Causal Transfer
and verified the estimated effects with the actual search trends from this period of time. The results
are shown in Table 10. Compared to the estimated effects from April 2, 2017 to April 1, 2018, the
coverage improves and is closer to the desired rate of 95%. The MSE and width of the prediction
intervals increase for the prediction of “future” effects. This has to be expected and is explained in
Section 3.1. The MSE and the width increase more for the multiplicative effect than for the additive
effect due to the misspecification. The predicted long-term trend is close to the true additive effect
in Figure 6a and slightly below the true multiplicative effect in Figure 6b.
Effect MSE·103 Coverage Width
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Additive 0.1 0.5 0.93 0.95 0.05 0.09
Multiplicative 0.4 6.4 0.89 0.94 0.07 0.23
Table 10: Comparison between “past” and “future” SATE effects in the semi-real data problem.
The results were averaged over 100 simulation runs and the respective time period. The desired
coverage is 95%. The “future” effects are predicted from the model trained solely on the data points
of the “past”.
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(a) Additive effect (CT) (b) Multiplicative effect (CT)
(c) Additive effect (CI) (d) Multiplicative effect (CI)
(e) Additive effect (BI) (f) Multiplicative effect (BI)
Figure 6: Example analysis plots for the SATE in the semi-real data problem. Causal Transfer
(Figure 6a and 6b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are shown after the dashed line. Causal
Transfer produces narrower intervals and smoother estimates than Causal Impact (Figure 6c and
6d) and Bayesian imputation (Figure 6e and 6f).
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4 Conclusions
We suggest new methodology and a new estimation algorithm for heterogeneous treatment effects in
time series. Our method, which we call Causal Transfer, infers the treatment effect from interven-
tional and observational data. We note that especially interventional time series exhibit nonstation-
arities. The underlying model of Causal Transfer can be customized to describe many structures,
making it more appropriate for real-world applications than methods which require stationarity or
complete randomization.
Causal Transfer can estimate a variety of estimands in both forms of the population or sample
version, e.g., the ATE, the SATE, the CATE, or the MCATE. Each of these estimands is useful
for different purposes. The ATE is well-recognized in many fields, but the SATE is better suited
when units are selected and not reflective of a population. The CATE, MCATE are helpful when
treatment effects are heterogenous. Importantly, Causal Impact also provides prediction intervals
for these different effects.
Causal Transfer assumes a linear state-space model for fitting the intervention. In simulation
studies, the model has proven to be quite robust against misspecifications. Theoretically, this can be
justified for average treatment effects. Causal Transfer outperformed the reference methods, Causal
Impact and Bayesian imputation, in most of our simulations. Our method complements Causal
Impact and Bayesian imputation for a number of reasons. Bayesian imputation performs well when
many units are available. For smaller number of units, it is not sufficiently powered. Causal Transfer
is able to increase power by pooling information over time. Causal Impact, on the other hand, is
limited to predicting the counterfactual of a single treated unit, whereas our method predicts the
counterfactual of treated and control units and, thereby, estimates heterogeneous treatment effects.
Lastly, Causal Transfer is able to provide information on future effects: long-term effects, in partic-
ular, are crucial for deciding whether a treatment was successful.
There are many promising extensions that are open fur future investigations. We list a few
examples.
State-space models can operate on data with missing observations through sequential processing
[21]. It could be worthwhile to investigate this property in experiments with missing observations,
e.g., when units decide to opt-out.
Causal Transfer can be combined with matching (e.g., [8] or [18]), blocking (e.g., [19]), or weight-
ing (e.g., [17]) to address a lack in overlap in the covariate distributions of the treated and control
units. For example, one can match units with similar covariate values or propensity scores before
applying our method to help achieve balance between the treatment and the control group.
It could be worthwhile to explore nonlinear Kalman filter variants, such as the extended or the
unscented Kalman filter [10] or the particle filter [4]. The extended Kalman filter approximates
the nonlinear measurement and state equations with locally-linear functions while the unscented
Kalman filter and the particle filter approximate the distribution through sampling in nonlinear
models. Replacing the linear by a nonlinear state estimator could improve the performance of
Causal Transfer, when the state or the measurement equation are nonlinear or when the noise is
non-Gaussian, albeit at the price of higher computational cost.
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A Supplementary plots
(a) Causal Transfer (b) Bayesian imputation
Figure 7: Estimated SARTE effects of Causal Transfer and Bayesian imputation for one simulation
run in model 1. Figure 7a shows the predicted “future” effects after the dashed line.
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(a) SATE (CT) (b) ATE (CT)
(c) SATE (BI) (d) ATE (BI)
(e) SATE (CI) (f) ATE (CI)
Figure 8: Example analysis plots for the ATE and the SATE under (confounded) treatment assign-
ment 2 in model 1. The true ATE and SATE effects are very similar since the units were drawn
from a distribution. Causal Transfer (Figure 8a and 8b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are
shown after the dashed line. Bayesian imputation (Figure 8c and 8d) and Causal Impact (Figure 8e
and Figure 8f) both undercover and have wider intervals than Causal Transfer.
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(a) SATE (CT) (b) ATE (CT)
(c) SATE (BI) (d) ATE (BI)
(e) SATE (CI) (f) ATE (CI)
Figure 9: Example analysis plots for the ATE and the SATE under (confounded) treatment assign-
ment 3 in model 1. The true ATE and SATE effects are very similar since the units were drawn
from a distribution. Causal Transfer (Figure 9a and 9b) is able to predict “future” effects, which are
shown after the dashed line. Bayesian imputation (Figure 9c and 9d) and Causal Impact (Figure 9e
and Figure 9f) both undercover and have wider intervals than Causal Transfer.
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